MODEL: 425 Portable Pump-Out Cart

OVERVIEW
Keco’s 25-Gallon PumpOut cart is equipped with a heavy-duty manual diaphragm pump, translucent polyethylene tank and oversized hose rack. This system is built on a corrosion resistant aluminum frame supported by a through axle and pneumatic tires. This low profile design offers a low center of gravity helping to avoid spills and allowing for easy maneuverability.

Keco’s cart is commonly used at marinas, campgrounds, personal docks and in de-watering applications. The manual diaphragm pump is easy to use and simple to maintain. Keco’s intuitive design allows the collection tank to be conveniently emptied three different ways (gravity offload, on-board pump, or landside evacuation). This system ships complete with quick connect adapters allowing for easy operation and immediate use.

FEATURES
- Light Weight Aluminum Cart
- Epoxy Coated Aluminum Pump Assembly
- Marine Board Pump Platform
- Clear Swing Check Valves
- Removable Hose Rack
- Stainless Steel Fasteners

SPECs
- Vacuum: 16”Hg
- Pressure: 10psi
- Dimensions: 52/66” x 30” x 44”
- Weight: 85lbs Empty / 265lbs Full

The Model 425 was designed with the customer in mind. Assembled using a light weight aluminum frame and Keco’s rugged diaphragm pump, this cart is easy to maneuver and built to last.